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# Please indicate the main reason for your response Date

1 The past 2 seasons we have had to evacuate our site to remove broken branches. 7/14/2015 2:39 PM

2 The trees are old and branches have been falling for a while. Every second tree should have been removed
and replaced year ago.

7/10/2015 8:57 PM

3 We were camping in these areas last season when the branches gave way. Campers were extremely lucky
that the branches didn't fall and injure anyone. Our safety and the safety of the staff should always be first and
foremost. Campers need to remember that they are only paying to stay there ,not paying it off to own it.

7/10/2015 7:22 PM

4 Good to remove non native old trees past their usefulness. 7/8/2015 3:32 PM

5 If these trees were maintained over the years it would not be coming down to removal. the removal in the
Caravan park is probably a reasonable outcome and will open up the park for more sites and accessibility.
however the trees outside of the park area provide shade for beach goers, local and visitors we all have our
favorite spots down there in the summer. If all the dead growth was removed the trees would not be regarded
as the hazard they have become and allow for continued growth. All the trees are part of Portarlington History
and should be maintained

7/8/2015 2:20 PM

6 if the tress are old and can cause damage to caravans and people on bad weather , then I think they should
be removed.

7/8/2015 12:16 PM

7 I have seen branches break off ,once it hit a car as we walked back from the beach and another one down
near the lawn bowls club and both were frightening with lots of damasge...I love the shade but lives are worth
more

7/7/2015 7:35 PM
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8 as camper at this park for over ten years I have seen the result of removing the trees, it is an unpleasant
experience for the campars as there is no relief from heat, wind or rain. I have seen may campers up and
leave not to return for this reason.

7/7/2015 6:25 PM

9 Shade 7/7/2015 1:21 PM

10 Based on the stated evidence provided by experts we can see that ethically and legally there is no other
option but to remove the trees. Such a shame as these landmark trees have always been such an integeral
part of the experience of the park. They will be very sadly missed for their shade, much needed protection
from the buffering winds, privacy and their outstanding beauty and ambience they added to the park. The park
will not be the same for many, many years. I guess by way of feedback it is a little dissapointing to see that
there was not a more proactive succession landscaping plan knowing that this day would come. It could have
seen a more staggered approach to replacement or at least had trees and lanscaping beggining alot sooner
to get a head start.

7/6/2015 11:24 PM

11 They are unsafe 7/6/2015 10:39 PM

12 If unsafe need to be removed 7/6/2015 8:43 PM

13 If these trees pose a risk to life and property then it is reasonable to have them removed and replaced with
natives.

7/6/2015 4:23 PM

14 By removing the trees in question you are changing what we consider whats nice about Portarlington beach.
The trees offer beauty shelter to animals birds and people alike add character to the park what you will plant
will have no meaning or character and the branches are more likely to snap as they will need years to stabilise
probably when you move those trees you will leave the park open to the elements and more damage will be
done as happened before, please learn from the mistakes already made.Its a sad day when a few whinging
people start attacking nature those trees have withstood many a storm but their biggest enemy is us the
custodians of the land or so we like to think I am for keeping the trees if you want to cut go behind our
caravan and see what trees have been planted there we spend every weekend picking up the rope like strips
from on top of the van and around our area thats what you need to trim .please leave the cypress alone.

7/5/2015 10:45 PM

15 Safety reasons, it was only a matter of time before someone got badly hurt. 7/3/2015 6:35 PM

16 Branch from one of the trees at C7 fell on my caravan in Jan 2015 requiring the entire camper roof to be
replaced. Luckily no injuries

7/3/2015 3:17 PM

17 Safety is of main concern....Branch fallen last season between Site 8-9. Will the stumps be totally "grubbed
out".?

7/3/2015 12:16 PM

18 Please provide report stating that the trees that are being removed are considered an IMMEDIATE threat. We
are already lacking trees after you last killing spree.

7/3/2015 1:41 AM

19 Although I love the trees safety is paramount. 7/2/2015 10:45 PM

20 Safety of all campers 7/2/2015 8:21 PM

21 Seeing a branch fall last year they can fall anytime 7/2/2015 8:08 PM

22 It appears that due to safety concerns and the OH&S responsibilities of the park there is no other practical
alternative to removing the trees

7/2/2015 7:59 PM

23 Aware of safety issues 7/2/2015 6:45 PM

24 The trees were removed from the rest of first ave some 4 to 5 years ago for so called safety reasons. Couldn't
understand why why these trees were left.

7/2/2015 5:52 PM

25 The trees being removed appear to be located where campsites are sited - a falling branch is likely to impact
campers.

7/2/2015 5:37 PM

26 Some of the sites were unusable for us in a camper trailer as the trees restricted use of the full site 7/2/2015 3:02 PM

27 I am devastated to hear that they are removing the cyprus trees. This is an integral part of the park and a
valuable part of shade and wind protection. It will also affect the choice of site that would be chosen in the
future. Shade is a prime requirement in the summer months. I cannot believe that this is going to happen.

7/2/2015 10:05 AM

28 There are no campers along the front of the park where several trees are planned to come down . Leave those
ones. It adds character to the park . Just take the ones where the campers will be .

7/2/2015 10:03 AM

29 Happy to hear my tree is going. 7/2/2015 8:39 AM

30 If the trees have protection of trees behind them and they are not diseased they should be left standing.
Unfortunately the camp erred a few years ago by removing back rows of trees thereby leaving the trees in
front of them unprotected from the south wind.

7/2/2015 1:02 AM

31 They are dangerous! 7/1/2015 11:49 PM
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32 The trees in question provide much needed shade and are one of the main reasons we return to our site each
year

7/1/2015 10:11 PM

33 I do agree that they may be dangerous but I don't believe that you will replace with anything. We were
promised new trees at our beachfront site just up from the proposed landscaping 3 years ago. Why are we on
this new plan. I don't get it.

7/1/2015 9:19 PM

34 we were down there camping when limbs were falling through the night very scary 7/1/2015 7:06 PM

35 I think removal of the trees damages the integrity of the park. The trees give the park shade in the summer and
protection from the wind and give a holiday feel. The trees that have already been removed have made the
park look terrible.It looks so bare. The replacement of small scrubs just doesn't look right. I understand the
safety issue but make sure you someone in who knows about plants and landscape design. I have worked for
local government and sometimes these people are not great planners.

7/1/2015 6:54 PM

36 Safety first of course but has the possibility of cutting back the trees to a safe level been explored. 7/1/2015 6:30 PM

37 If this will make it safer for campers and permanent caravans. 7/1/2015 5:22 PM

38 Have witnessed these trees break in the high winds and agree its probably time to go 7/1/2015 4:28 PM

39 While I am against the removal of any tress, I can understand that they are getting older, and given the
exposure to strong winds it becomes a risk management issue.

7/1/2015 3:44 PM

40 It seems no consideration is been given to the economic or health benefits of the trees. I camp in a spot under
one the trees previously discarded and miss them dearly.

7/1/2015 2:36 PM

41 Last year there were too many close calls for there to be no action. Someone will get seriously hurt if nothing
is done

7/1/2015 1:56 PM
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Q2 The proposed landscape plan can be
found here.  Do you think what has been

suggested is….
Answered: 48 Skipped: 0
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# Please indicate the main reason for your response Date

1 I understand the safety issues, but losing the shade from the big trees will be difficult. 7/14/2015 2:39 PM

2 A lot of trees is great but please plant established trees and not twigs. 7/10/2015 8:57 PM

3 People need to be grateful for anything that is replanted , as they well could have been left with nothing. I also
think that it will look rather nice when it is established. Hopefully, a little extra effort can be put in to bring the
baron areas back to lushness rather quickly.

7/10/2015 7:22 PM

4 Fantastic to use Moonah and native plants as replacement of the cypress pines. 7/8/2015 3:32 PM

5 New trees and plants need to be planted but it would be a good idea to research what new plants and trees
LESS attract bees as a lot of people are allergic to bee stings and it make our stay very uncomfortable which
could then lead to the caravan park loosing campers

7/8/2015 12:16 PM

6 All the grounds need to be upgraded 7/7/2015 7:35 PM

7 Leave the trees as they are 7/7/2015 1:21 PM

8 See answer to 3. 7/6/2015 11:24 PM

9 Hopefully just as many plants will be planted in the park where the trees have already been removed 7/6/2015 10:39 PM

10 The park needs to provide a blend of the beachfront ambience along with shade and wind protection. 7/6/2015 6:22 PM

11 The plan looks reasonable (not being a landscaper or arborist). 7/6/2015 4:23 PM

12 Well you do need to cover the mess you and the so called professional people do, must say the area around
the office does look nice.But the area where the old trees where is still an eye sore.

7/5/2015 10:45 PM
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13 Looks great. Need to deal with the surface water flooding in the process. 7/3/2015 6:35 PM

14 It appears that other type of trees maybe planted in place of......will these trees create a long term problem
similar to what has occurred? Short term of leaves dropping on cars and vans?

7/3/2015 12:16 PM

15 Does look like it covers where I camp so I can't really comment. Would have appreciated replanting (or at
least consultation) after the initial lot of trees were removed approx. 5-10 years ago.

7/3/2015 1:41 AM

16 The situation is improved in my opinion 7/2/2015 10:45 PM

17 Problems with previous removal of trees is that the established trees have not been replaced with adequate
new mature trees and fast growing trees. This has resulted in increased wind loads on annexes and
caravans, making the park more windy and colder at nights.

7/2/2015 7:59 PM

18 Your previous efforts have left the camp looking like a refugee camp. Not pleasing to the eye. The fencing
along back road looks terrible.

7/2/2015 6:45 PM

19 I am hoping that the trees will be extended along the rest of first ave. 7/2/2015 5:52 PM

20 I am disappointed with the height (at maturity) of the trees proposed. The Cypress trees are grand and provide
considerable shade, The proposed trees range from 5m to 8m in height and will have a much more limited
impact of the park, and provide considerably less shade.

7/2/2015 5:37 PM

21 Seems to be a good plan 7/2/2015 3:02 PM

22 I am surprised by the choice of an Acacia species as they have a limited life span. The Melaleuca lanceolata
are more of a bush rather than a tree and are not as robust a species. You are so creating a new problem in
the future as both of these will require maintenance. The Acacia is also just as prone to loose branches in high
winds and even more so than the cyprus. The wood structure is not as strong.

7/2/2015 10:05 AM

23 Make sure trees are actually used that creat some shade . No scrubs or bushes that take up camping space . 7/2/2015 10:03 AM

24 Firstly can not see the proposed landscape. Secondly, within 6 weeks of tree removal the six month season
ticket holders will be moving onto their sites. I am one of these campers and I'm sure that the grass would not
be grown by then esp because the camp have always planted the wrong type of grass seed and it dies
immediately any traffic goes on it. Only on the sites where we have planted our own hard wearing kykua ( if
that is how it is spelt - cooch grass) has grassed areas been successful. The section in middle of camp
resembling the Sahara desert still has not any good vegetation.

7/2/2015 1:02 AM

25 Concern about trees being planted in between beachfront sites that may impede upon usage of the site or
damage caravans as trees rub on them in the wind. Also concern about planting trees in front of beachfront
sites that will potentially block views. The practicality of garden beds on the beachfront is questionable! Who
will clean up mulch that is spread by birds?

7/1/2015 11:49 PM

26 It will years until replacement trees provide any shade and previous tree removal landscape work is proof of
this. Almost no shade in the 5 years since trees removed

7/1/2015 10:11 PM

27 They appear to be scrub trees. How safe will they be for young children? How much shade relief in the heat of
summer?

7/1/2015 10:06 PM

28 What about the sites up from these that had the cypress trees removed three years ago. I don't see anything
in the landscaping plans for us. I think it's great that the trees about to be removed are going to have new
trees planted but don't forget about the rest of the beachfront that lost their shade.

7/1/2015 9:19 PM

29 just make sure the sites are higher than the road so water doesn't run back in under annex floors or into
annexes

7/1/2015 7:06 PM

30 It's very basic plan and if you are removing the trees you need to make it better than what was there. 7/1/2015 6:54 PM

31 Level of shade and protection looks like it will never be the same. Also would appear that it will be some years
before the new tress could provide the same level of shade and protection if at all.

7/1/2015 6:30 PM

32 I would like to see some of the cypress trees removed from around the permanents. We have one behind us
in Anglers Rd and it worries me.

7/1/2015 6:30 PM

33 I agree and think its fair, agree to keep the existing trees in third and second avenue, wouldnt want them all
gone

7/1/2015 4:28 PM

34 Replace all trees and make the park green again. 7/1/2015 2:36 PM
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Q3 What suggestions do you have, if any,
to improve the proposed landscape plan?

Answered: 29 Skipped: 19

# Responses Date

1 Please make the trees a decent size when replacing them. We pay good money and have for a long time to
come to your park. We enjoy our time, but to have no shade on those really hot days is going to be quite
difficult.

7/14/2015 2:39 PM

2 Use established trees and undertake ongoing maintenance with enough staff 7/10/2015 8:57 PM

3 I think that the landscaping plan will be more than sufficient provided that more advanced planting is
established . The suggested improvement will be great provided that any upset campers do not take it upon
themselves to damage , remove , or modify your works undertaken by the Park. Im unsure of the plan for re-
grassing , but hopefully some extra thought can be put into establishing the grass on the baron areas created
by the shade and pine litter from the trees which are being removed.

7/10/2015 7:22 PM

4 none - it looks good. An improvement on the past 7/8/2015 3:32 PM

5 More thought given to maintaining the fore shore. Money would be better spent at Point Richards Boat Ramp
area. This area is a disgrace it is bad enough when dry but wet it is a hazard for boat trailers and pedestrians
alike.

7/8/2015 2:20 PM

6 My only suggestion would be to follow through with the rest of the park, with lawns ,drainage , and sealing
roads

7/7/2015 7:35 PM

7 Before you remove any trees you need to look at fixing the draining issue because the trees are the only thing
that gives us a little bit of relief from the rain, we have flooded on more than one occasion on our holiday, this
year being one of those times and I feel you need to fix that problem because we would of been in a lot of
trouble with out them, if those trees weren't there in January we would have had water everywhere. If those
trees do not need to be removed or just branches can be removed that would be better, I would seriously have
to reconsider returning if those trees were gone and I know of may other campers that would feel the same.

7/7/2015 6:25 PM

8 We are not qualified to comment on the plan but we assume you have engaged the services of well briefed
and exprienced professionals. What we can provide is the expectations we have of the landscape and
facilities of the park. Things such as safe, protection from sun, significant and adequate wind breaks,
beautiful, longevity, interesting, provide privacy and something that will deliver the above in the shortest period
of time.

7/6/2015 11:24 PM

9 That the plants are well maintained after they have been planted 7/6/2015 10:39 PM

10 Deal with the surface water and lighting as it is very dark in that area for the elderly at night. 7/3/2015 6:35 PM

11 Nil 7/3/2015 3:17 PM

12 Will there be any protective plan for the new "grassed areas" , some damage may occur where vans and
annexes are parked for a length of time

7/3/2015 12:16 PM

13 Plant trees back where they were originally removed. All along the back row. The loss of trees has created
damaging winds which were blocked out previously.

7/3/2015 1:41 AM

14 None 7/2/2015 10:45 PM

15 I would increase the scope of the tree planting to include areas where trees have already been removed. I
would also put a more heavy emphasis on the procurement of large mature trees over fast growing trees as
the frequent winds from the bay make it difficult for young trees to establish and grow properly. This is one of
the problems with the trees planted after the last tree removal.

7/2/2015 7:59 PM

16 I hope the power lines along 1st Ave can be put underground at this time. 7/2/2015 6:45 PM

17 Extend the tree planting to the entire length of first ave along the front not just from Sprout rd to the rec. area. 7/2/2015 5:52 PM

18 Plant trees that avoid the problems of the Cypress trees, but are larger than 8m in height when mature. I am
not an expert in this area and cannot suggest a suitable species. But I suspect the respective tress were
chosen in accordance with constraints / guidelines. If so, do these constraints specify tree height at maturity.
Perhaps these constraints / guidelines should also be subject to feedback.

7/2/2015 5:37 PM
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19 Get rid of the crushed rock base on the ensure sites as these cause problems with tent flooring, are messy
and horrible to talk on. Have noticed a lot of parks using permanent shade cloth and grass as a way of dealing
with well used sites that are more dirt than grass and they are excellent

7/2/2015 3:02 PM

20 Dont change anything. Use the money to improve the roads as previously planned and put in the pool that
was on the original upgrade plans.

7/2/2015 10:05 AM

21 In future if trees do grow again I would suggest that specialist tree cutters look after the trees not the camp
workmen who abs mucked up on the existing trees. On 3rd Avenue between sites 3 and 4 their is an
attrocious gum tree which has an almost right angle lean . So useless, so ugly but that is not listed to be
removed even though gums are dangerous. Hopefully they are not going to be placed around the camping
ground.

7/2/2015 1:02 AM

22 Leave the area between beachfront sites and foreshore path open for easy access to the beach for all
campers without the potential hazard of raised garden beds that children/elderly people could trip over and
hurt themselves.

7/1/2015 11:49 PM

23 do not remove trees or trim limbs in question by arborist. 7/1/2015 10:11 PM

24 More structural shade areas please. Along the foreshore too. Jumping pillow Pool Marked walkways between
sites on front row for access to beach please. Plantings between sites to form a hedge to mark out sites.

7/1/2015 10:06 PM

25 Continue to landscape the entire beachfront area not just where the trees are about to be removed. We are to
the left of the cafe but we seem to be neglected on the proper plan. Why is this????

7/1/2015 9:19 PM

26 you could put down cement slabs for the annexes rather than trying to keep grass green and alive 7/1/2015 7:06 PM

27 More smaller australian native garden beds placed around the park will lessen the impact and add colour. 7/1/2015 6:54 PM

28 Looks OK, but just hope that the trees will provide adequate shade. These trees are a major attraction to us
and was one of the main reasons that we chose our site.

7/1/2015 6:30 PM

29 Replace all trees at the back of each site but don't go adding bushes or trees at the front of the site as seen
last season. Consider people backing caravans.

7/1/2015 2:36 PM
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Q4 Are there any other comments that you
wish to make?

Answered: 31 Skipped: 17

# Responses Date

1 Maintenance must be ongoing and more staff than what has been on deck over recent years is needed.
Something needs to be done about speeding bikes, scooters etc in the park. Someone is going to be hurt. Big
kids should be banned from playground

7/10/2015 8:57 PM

2 I would like to thank Bellarine Bayside for being pro-active in nipping this problem in the bud. The last couple
of seasons that we have stayed there have highlighted the deterioration of the cypress pines with the
increasing amount of limbs falling from these trees in light and heavy winds. While the trees add character to
park , I feel confident that my family and camping neighbours are now camping in a safer environment .
Thankyou.

7/10/2015 7:22 PM

3 Bellarine Bayside need to priorities what needs to be done now. do not leave it to Summer to decide what and
when things are going to be done. A small fortune was spent on landscaping and installation on tables and
bench seats, rubbish bins from St Leonards to Portarlington most of which was not necessary for safety, it
was all just dressage. Baysides main proirity should be safety.

7/8/2015 2:20 PM

4 I hope the caravan park are going to liable if damage occurs to any caravan, annexe or car etc whilst
removing these trees.

7/8/2015 12:16 PM

5 As i have mentioned above .Money has not been spent on upgrading for a long time, I understand it all cant
happen at once but to see something happen each year and to know the park has a plan would be great.In
my 40 years of coming to the park we have lost shops, the milkman, the bakery horse and cart, the paperboys,
the trampolines x2, the fruit and vegetable man, the icecream van, The church group than ran activities each
morning in the park and then another bigger activity each friday night with outdoor movies ,ymca sports, and
sandcastle competitions,and dressup nights.

7/7/2015 7:35 PM

6 A lot needs to be done in the area that I stay, I pay the same fees as the new area, with the roads and grass,
new toilet and nice showers. I feel we deserve that too.

7/7/2015 6:25 PM

7 People will stay away if you cut more trees. The place looks so ugly without trees 7/7/2015 1:21 PM

8 Levelling of sites Improvement to unsealed roads in park Kiosk bring back 7/6/2015 8:43 PM

9 Planting further along Boat Road should be widened to provide varying storied plantings and wind protection.
Thought should be given to creating unpowered tent site area so tents are not placed among season long
caravans as some become extremely noisy and spread across other people's sites.

7/6/2015 6:22 PM

10 While the landscapeing is being carried out the sites need to be levelled to the height or marginally higher than
the inlet of the waste water inlet.

7/3/2015 6:35 PM

11 Give the incident last Xmas holidays I am very pleased action is being taken to remove the trees. It will be
said to lose the shade but safety is the most important. This won't change our views about coming back each
year.

7/3/2015 3:17 PM

12 Hopefully we can enjoy our stay with these new improvements. 7/3/2015 12:16 PM

13 I hope the trees that are on the beach row will continue all the way along and not just stop where the picture
does. We had the large Cyprus tree removed from behind our property during the first cull and we never got
one back which means no shade and no wind break. I like the Cyprus trees, please don't use Gum Trees as
they are dangerous with falling branches. The Cyprus, although not native were safe and had excellent shade
cover.

7/3/2015 1:41 AM

14 People will grieve for the cypress trees as they did inSt Leonards when they were removed. It takes 2 years
for the loss to be lessened.

7/2/2015 10:45 PM

15 Planted trees need to be of a more mature age than those planted after the last tree removal as the winds from
the bay have stunted the trees growth and resulted in practically no shade or wind protection to the area

7/2/2015 7:59 PM

16 In particular the camping sites and area including road at intersection of Pelican Drive and 1st Ave floods
during rain. Can be 4 inches of water over road and inside annexes. The drain (which looks impressive) is not
connected to underground pipes and does nothing. It will be difficult to locate a tree behind site B10 due to
power box and underground cabling.

7/2/2015 6:45 PM

17 Extend the tree planting the full length of first ave. 7/2/2015 5:52 PM
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18 Thank you for the chance to view the plans and provide feedback - much appreciated, particularly if the
feedback results in improvements in what is planned.

7/2/2015 5:37 PM

19 This will affect my decision to stay in the park in the future. Who wants to go and stay in a caravan and
swelter. The chosen upgrades do not add to the park and will not be of an advantage in the future.

7/2/2015 10:05 AM

20 I have a permanent van in the park . And several branches have fallen . But as yet no tree removal .so
hopfully this leads to the permanent van area being looked at aswell . For the safetey of my family. Cheers

7/2/2015 10:03 AM

21 The trees on the beachfront have been used for many years by campers, esp the elderly , to sit under in the
shade and look at the view. Not everyone can sit on the sand. I would suggest more tables and stools along
grass area with large covered shade roofs.

7/2/2015 1:02 AM

22 It is definitely time to remove the cypress trees before a disaster occurs. 7/1/2015 11:49 PM

23 Does this mean all cypress trees from the caravan park to the pier will be removed? 7/1/2015 10:11 PM

24 A stipulation on age of vans and tidiness of sites. Better mowing of full season sites. General mowing of other
sites. When we have traveled in northern states and other Victorian parks, sites are mowed as soon as sites
are vacated at 10am.

7/1/2015 10:06 PM

25 Please ensure the landscaping continues to run right along the foreshore where all cypress trees have been
removed going back the past 3 or so years. How is it fair otherwise. We all need some shade.

7/1/2015 9:19 PM

26 if you use natives use shrubs that can be cut back into hedge like privacy fence 7/1/2015 7:06 PM

27 Presuming that there will be a camp site fee reduction commensurate with the loss of amenity. 7/1/2015 6:30 PM

28 Remove the gumtrees around and near permanent vans as they have caused more damage to vans and cars
than these cypress trees. I have personally experienced this with a van and my car. And have also seen this
happen to other people as well. there too dangerous IMO

7/1/2015 5:22 PM

29 Keep the old onesas propsed inyour landscape proposal as it would be a shame to remove everything 7/1/2015 4:28 PM

30 As I have already stated the removal of trees is of concern, but necessary for the safety of the Parks tenants. It
is good of BB to inform the community.

7/1/2015 3:44 PM

31 No 7/1/2015 2:36 PM
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Q5 A little about you.....
Answered: 47 Skipped: 1

Total 47

# If you selected 'other',,,,, Date

1 I live in st Leonards 7/2/2015 10:45 PM

I stay at the
Portarlingto...

I am an
interested...

I own or
manage a loc...

Other (please
specify below)
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Answer Choices Responses

I stay at the Portarlington Holiday Park

I am an interested member of the community

I own or manage a local business

Other (please specify below)
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